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ASTELCT

During the Fall. and Spring se

effecti_vaness (i. ing the PLATL sytem at

1970-71 a study of the t

Univer ity of Illinois)

was clrr ied out in Bioloc,y 100-101, a first level biology course. Collee[.t

enrollment, cla - rank, final grqd , and time s udy data of the control and

exp±:rimcriLal groupi

and records kept in

ained aster rosters printed by the Unive-

purse. A questionnaire administered to the

nperimenta1 group the last week of each senster provided inf_ mati_n an

student acceptance of the PLATO method of ins ruction.

At the _oncla n of the study, preliminary data indicate that PLATO

has the potential to become an effective educat _nal adjunct by: in-

creasing student ecnprehension of less _ nia tei 1; 2) actively engaging

tudents in learmng ocesses; 3) significantly reducing the amount (DE time

spent by students on les on materials; and, 4) con_ ibuting to higher

ination sc( es.
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The use of PLATO nt the University of Illinois ectends into several disci-

plines, including languages (French, Russi.in, Spanish, and Latin ), physical

sciences ry and physics) technical studies (elect ical engineering.

theoretical and applied mechanics, mathematics, and architecture), and

biol cally-orie.nted courses (biology and veterinarian medicine). In addition

to who/e cou ses where primary instruction is by means of PLATO, many single

le:Fsi-ns and short topics have been prepared in the divarse fields of sociology,

econom cs, demography, psychology, political science and graphic arts.

Specifically in the biological sciences, PLATO has been used exte sively

in only tWO courses: logy 100-1 (Biology for Non-majors) and Biol gy 115

(Heredity, Evolution and Society). However, no in-depth study has been made in

either course evaluating the fer.tiveness of computer assisted instruc n (CAI).

During the Fall and Spring semesters of 1970-71, an effort was made to evaluate

the teaching effectiveness of CAI in Biology 100-101. Specifi ally,

questions addressed were these:

1. Is PLATO an effective means of instruct n7

2. Does the use of PLATO have a significant influence on final grades

received by students7

3. Are there any specific types of PLATO presentations that are more

effective than others in transmitting less n erial7

Does the use of PLATO have an influence on the amount of time spent

by students in learning mate

5. What are student opinions regarding learning by means of CAI?

Would it be d sirable to continue the experimental use of PLATO in

liology 100-101?



lENIsAl. DESIGN

A. General

Biol- 100-101 at the Univers_

the audio-

ino.- is taught primarily by means

ial (A/T) method with separate quiz-discussion sections to

evaluate student understanding of material* The course, adm' istered as a

modified form of independent study. is well suited for tes ing the effectiveness

of GAI materials since c_mputer-bas-d instruction has the potential to contri-

bu pedagogical method normally employed. Both the experimental and

control groups covered the same topical material attended the same lecture

ions (G. A. S.) and were tested in regular quiz-discussion sections. The

experimental group students had no special considerations either in '..erms of

course content or requirements other than the use of PLATO for certain aspects

material PLATO students went unidenti fLed in the normal course

routine.

In the Learning Center, FLAT° students had access to program d material.

Convent onally (the control group) the main body of informatIon is presented

on individual recorded tapes the playback being urmder _lie control of the student.

Tepee average 50-60 minutes in length with one covered per week. Information,

correlated to a particular topic, is introduced from readings, experimen

demonstrations, video-tapes and films. The PLATO group uSed a modified form

of the taped information. Some of the mat Lal on the conventional tape was

programmed on PLATO being omitted from the student tape. The programmed

material was mainly tual in nature while discussion-type material remained

on the student tape. Transitional phrases on both the tape and PLATO guided

*For a more complete description of Biology 100-101, its structure, goals
and philosophies, see: Kieffer, G. H., "Toward a Biological Awareness' ,
CUEBS News. Volume VI, liumber 4, April 1970, Washington, D. C.



the students a-ong t

in each lesson rema

was presented diEfe

opics by each mode. Thus, topics and mat

he same for both groups, only the way in which material

B. Selection of the Experimental Group and Control Group

During the first general meeting of the course, an invitation was extended

to all students atte-d a special me g on CAI nd the PLATO sys in

Biology 100-10L. A group of 24 students was randomly selected from some 50

or ginal applicants. No effort at preferential selection was made. Thirteen

of the original 24 students selected in the Fall continued with the PLATO pro-

gram in the Spring 3ernSter. Students taking instruction through normal cour e

procedures constituted the control group.

C. Collection of Data

Various eomparssons of the two groups were main objec ives of this study.

Information on college enrollment and class rank was obtained from the Biology

100-101 master roster pri ted by the University. Final grade data cane from

individual student cards kept in -he course. Information for the time study

came from log cards used by students to check into and out of the Learning

Center f:_ each week's lesson.

Experimeita1 gr u- students' responses to questions conterning CAI and

the PLATO program came from questionnaires administered during the last week

of the first semester teenth week of study) and the last week of the second

semester (thirty-second week of the study). The questionnaire was des gned to

yield informatio n on four major areas of erest: 1) types of programmed

presentations, ) t chnical-mechanicalopinions (not stressed in this rep _t),

3) student opinions on -ducational value of CAI, and 4) spe ific _tudent opinions

on PLATO and the Biology 100-101 program. Added oral information came f

informal diseussion sessions held once each semester.
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B. Time Study Comparisons

Table 1. Average Time Span

5

Per s n in Learnin- Center*.
---

,oup First Semester Second Semester

Control [q3.41 hours ..., o 25hurs mut.

(N=75)

17 hours [3 hours 10 min.

(N=75)

_xperimenta .63 hours [2 hours 38 m

(N=24)

2.78 hours [2 hours 47 min.

(N=13)

udas nt performing experimarits, rc:ad!
listenirrA to tapes (PLATO for experimental group), etc. no.termir d

Ards used by students in Learning enter.,tlecking ti

N=7

e T Lm r Lesson i Ltzarning C.2nter

N=24

N=75

N=13

Fall

Semester

Spring



IV. D1SCUSSION-VALUAT1ON OF U1A

A. An lysis of Groups, Final Grades Received, and Time Study.

It should be rioted from the start that the Biology 100-101 sequence is

offered mainly to fulfill general education requirements for several colleges

at the University and ther-f re is organized with the non-major in mind.

Consequently, none_ _f the studen were enrolled in Biology 100-101 as biology

major or m nors.

Due to the limited number of PLATO outlets in the Learrang Center, the

experimental group was small. The -aximum number of students that could be

accommodated in the program was 24 (reached during the first semester).

f the PLATO group decreased fr m 24 to 13 students second se__

primarily to class conflicts in scheduling. In addition to confLicts in

schedLa lig, three students elected not to enroll in Biol gy 1 1 and one sttidnt

withdrew from the tlriiveraity. It is recognized that the small mibar of students

using the PLAT) method presents some problems when comparisons with those not oh

P-__TD are made.

I. Student Make-up of Con vol Group and Experimental Group.

As Graphs A and B indicate, both the control and experimental groups had

similar distributions of students according to college enrollme t each semester.

The outstanding point on each graph is the predominance of students enr__led in

va us tAS curricula. The effects on data (mainly final grades) of such a

large number of students from one college were uncertain, but were not expeoted

to be of major importance since all students were non-majors and probably tied

si__ 1 r aptitudes and attitudes toward a course outside their main area of

interest. This belief was borne out, but, not being of direct relevance to this

report, has been summarized in Graphs XI and X2 in the Appendix.

13
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When compared on a class-constituency basis (Graphs C an ) both groups

again displayed similar distributions of students. Another unusually large

segment of.students- (the sophomores and junior ) comprising about 80% -I the

total each semester was evident. Graphs X3 and X4 in the ;Appendix indicate

nk and fimal

grades and, hence, was not believed to affect later discussions of this report.

Basically then, though the actual percentages differed. each group had

similar student compositions of cone _ enrollment and class rank., and further,

these compositions by themselves did not seeu to lend any bias t- ard re v-

ing a specific grade.

2a.. Final Grades Receiw

Direct comparisons of final grades between the control end eparimental

that little significance could be placed on eom- of

oups on a college-college or ci basis possib _ because

the small number of students in the classifications wi hin the experimental

group. However, because of the similarities of student make-up of the two

major groups already established, and the apparent negltgil?le influence 0n

final grades, a general comparison of final grades between the control and

experimental groups (i.e. those who did mot use PLATO versus those who did,use

PLATO) could be made.

At the corclu Al of the first semester, analysis revealed that the

experimental group received 27% more A's, 157 fewer and 12% fewer grades

lower than B (Graph E). Clearly, the experimental group performed better ,

academically than the control group.

In connection with final grades of the experimental group fir;t seme- ,r,

it was observed that one student received a failing mark. ThIs single failure

wa5 explained by the fact that the student _ present for only one-third of

the PLATO sessions and was absent for over -half of the quiz-di ussion

14
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sections The reasoi given by the student for excessive absences was personal

prob ms and she did not enroll in Biology 101 the second semester. It was

felt that this failure does not reflect on the PLATO program itself, and is

cluded here only tor compieteness.

,Ind semester final grades showed the experimental gro 31% more

A s twice the percent of the control g up), fe B's, a d no grade lower

than B (Graph F). Again, the experimental group demonstrated supe pro-

ficiency.

2b Possible Reasons for Setter Perf mance of Experimental Group.

One of the major objectives of this study was to determine if had

any significant influence on final grades received by students. The exception-

ally high percentage of A's and B's acquired by the experimental group both

semesters would tend to sub t ntiate the hypothesis that PLATO DID have a

VOSITIVE eff ct on learning.

:Several reasons for enhanced achievement might be suggested: first,

lessons on PLAT)

type of learning

constructed on the basis of MASTERY LEARNING, With this

ost impossible for stude to to advance to a further

topic in a lesson until the earlier one was "mastered". Further, by employing

branched programming, each student was able to study the at level

comeensuratewith his ability or backgr und. Second, the m terial itself on

KAM) was programmed to be presented in precise and often unusual ways to

encourage high student interest.

In addition, superior performance by students on PLAtO may have been due

to sev al parametric variables of the experimental group and program that

could not be dismissed out- f-hand.

Fi _he small size of the experimental group may have produced m

leading data on final grades. With such a small number in the PLAIV) group,

15
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the pr bable inclusion of students h high levels of intelligence may likely

have pr j diced the final grade data upward.

Second, althou h the students for the experimental group were chosen

-at random", the selection was made from a .1,roup of volunteer!), which, though

not validated, probably consisted of studeatt wl.o were highly motivated

academically. des rous oZ participating in an experi.mental program, and/or

readily eager to tvy something unusual in educat on. C ty probably played

rge role also, judging from several comments at the first gen -al meeting

to the effec that: the student was interested in computer science and wagted

to see how computers might be used i_ oducation". So, from the start,

experi- ntal group was probably composed of an exceptional type of student,

enthusiastic over, or at least curious abou_ co put.zr

Finally, throughout much of the experimental progy

--
sted instruction.

, the "Hawthorne

Effect"* very probably influenced student behavior. Studies have shown that

participants in experimental situations often perform better not because of

the parameter being tested but rather because of the experiment it if; i.e.,

recognizing oneself as part of a unique group in an unusual circumstanc. . and

thus prejudicing the data. 1{owever, it was believed the Hawthorne Effec

likely would have diminished to a large extent by the end of the second semester

(32 weeks of the experimental progr ) and mtudent behaviur with PLATO would

have become routine". Yet, questions concerning the educational use of PLATO

(administered during the sixteenth and thirty econd seeks) received student

responses that would c ntradict this concl sion; in fact, the principle nega-

tive comments from the students pertained to the technical and p ogrammatical

Roethlisberger, F. 3. and Dickson J., Management and the Worker,
Rarvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 039,

16
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TO rather than itS educational facets. The students were

apparently as enthusiastic about using PLATO at the end of tha eve ental

program as they were at the start. should also be noted that students were

not "overwhelmed" by the program itself, and their respon es indicated they

were able to distinguish specific points in the program and could-be critical

in their e'valuation of trziee.

T_ what extent these paramet ic vat ab es, individually and collect vely,

influenced the data concerning final grades could not be determined with

certainty; houever, at one point or another in the course, each probably did.

3. Time Study.

of the objectives of this study was to determine if :TO affects the'

time needed to complete the l!esson material. 1- would appear this is the ease,

for the exper"mental group spent 47 minutes per lesaon

than the control group and 23 minute- less the second semeste able 1 and

(raph G). Ag_in, h_ ever, it c n't readily be determined to what extent para-

metric variables such as student aptitude or inte-e t inf uenced the results,

since within both the cont 01 and experimental groups individual students

spent as much as 7 hours per 1

There was a positive re

on or as little as I 3/4 houns per lesson.

hip when the amount -f time PLATO was in

operation for each lesson was compared with the amount of mati-ial presented

in each lesson. The first semest-r was mo e technical or factual in

approach to biology than second semester and it was during this semester hat

much of a lesson's material -ppeared on PLATO. Second semester WEIS more

philoso hical and the implications of biolce on society we _ressed. PLATO

was employed more for gaming and the study of hypothetical problems with the

want tative amount of material on PLATO being reduced. The manner in which
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students received informatLon second semester more el-s ly app oxi-

mated the way in which the control group received theirs. This el

being saved by the experimentaapproxima

Though it cart be argued whether PLATO substantially reduced the amount _

spent on lessons the second semester, it would be difficult to deny that a

saving of 47 minutes per week (lesson) first semester was a considerable

reduction.

n was reflected in less group.

DISCUSSION-ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNA RE RESPONSES.

1. Types of Lesson Presentations.

Student preferences tor the ways in which

quite variable. Generally, howe

al was presented were

the most preferred lesson approaches

tended to be those that required an involvement, activity, or analysis on the

part of the student. These included such methods as programmed experiments

with a wide latitude of manipulative variables, "games" which described some

biologicat phenomenon, inquiry involving question-probing to arrive at a

solution, programmed bran hing of material within les (rather than linear-

sequeutial presentation) , and slide animation depicting various biological or

chemical changes over a period of time. Most students felt that these types

of presentations shou d be increased in number and expanded in scope.

Surprisingly, the students also highly valued simple fact presentation.

Although it cannot be ascertained with any degree of ce tainty, this preference

for 'let presentation likely may have been due to the programming itself,

limited word space in the computer forced written material to be concise,

smquentially logical, and "t the p int". A prevailing student attitude of

"give me the facts, and let me go" was not apparent from oral o written



respons-,z. rather, time and again. phrases sac_ as ".. 0:hedniateria1 was much

clearer on LitTU", ..the clarity and brevity with which the meter -as

presented" or '... DN-110:61helps to see things not clear- on the tape" wer- in

evid nee.

Of lesser importance to students were prasentations of single slides only

and slides accompanied by taped dialog. Students alo felt that contingency

type sequences based on the -HELP- and -TERM- keys were of value a_d should be

increased in utura programs.

Student Appraisal of Their Performance in Class.

Wnen the experimental group students were asked if they felt at auy dis-

adv ntage in q -ct ons with control g oup students, tey were almost

unanLmous in their as tion that they were not. In fact. most of the gr

stated that they felt aft advantage and preparedness over cuntrol group students.

This is am important point, because it is in the quiz sections that a

student demonstrates his understanding of the week's material both orally and-

in w
a

ting. It does not matter how the student obtained his understanding of

the material, be it tape, readings, experiments, diagrams or PLATO, he is

expected to be able to transmit this comprehension during the oral discussion

his fellow students and instructor, and later, to the instructor al n

a written objective quiz.

The fact that the experimental group students felt so well prepared on

the eatrial, demonstrated superior understanding of the biological phenomena

_ie s e Lon, and received consistently higher academic grades, indicates

though PLATU might not have been the main underlying reasc1n for this

excellence, it apparent y did contribute substantially to the studen

comprehens' n of the subject matter and their classroom performance.
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3. Student Opinions on Educational Aspects of CAI.

The exper" ental group was unanimous -in its enthusiasm for PLATO as an

educational tool More impcntant1y, PLATO tudenta found that the PLATO method

volveJ them directly im the learning process, clarified difficult ideas,

and increased their attention. PLATO presented information only as long as

the student actively participated by press ng keys, and the student could not

"get by" with only a partial understanding of the material because strat giC-

ally placed and worded quest ons continously evaluated the student on Kis

understanding of the information.. If it beca_ apparent" to PLATO that the

student did not understand a topic, it "behaved" as an ideal mentor by poi t-

ing out

the studen

giving help, a d presenting praiswo thy comments before allowing

progress to the next Section of material.

Wh n asked the question, "Do you think you learned information

PLAT0?", the st dents responded in total agreement that they did.

hardly possible for them not to learn information on PLATO because of the

educati nal design of the programs discussed above.

Fi ally, a question pertaining to the " uture" of PL.ATh in education drew

favorable ansra from all the responding experimental group studerto without

exception. While some conditional statem nts made by a few studen this

question indicated that they would not like course. taught solely by PLATO,

other statements seemed to express the opposite opinion.

4. Student Opinion of PLATO and the Biology 100-101 Program.

Some of the most interestin student reactions and opinions of this s ucly

came from questions which directlY applied to PLATO and'the Biology 100- 0 CAI

program in Its relationsuip to the learning process.

2 0



More than half of the exper group consi.dered PLATO to be a "gadget"

at the beginning of the experimental program in September. Yet, hardly a

student considered it a gadget by the end of the first semester _f use. Some

comments to the effect includ : "Absolutely not... ...very valuable as a

tool for lea_ ing.", "...a fantastic way to learn.", "...a great learning

tool". Even the few who still believed it -o be a gadget, however, referred

to FLATO in very favorabl ms: .a very good, useful educational tool...",

ally believe it is v_ y helpful.", "Only in the sense that it is still

'Eun' to use... "...more of a tool tAan a gadget...".

they

As for the student pieion of the value of using PLATO in Biology 100-101,

unanimous in believing it to be a worthwhile experience for them.

They had di

the visuali

however, for this consideration: some felt it

'ons on the comput e the clarity of presentation, and

still others, the interestimg or unusual manner im which material appeared.

When the same idea was asked in a n gative context ("Did you find PLATO a

of your time?"), the students replied emphatically that it was NOT. Such

overwhelmingly favorable responses would tend to indicate that the use of PLATO

in Biology 100-101, as meaeured by student accep ance, was successful.

Anoth consideracion of the estimable value of PLATO as used in the

course was: would students have enrolled again im the CAl program, knowing

first-hand the pitfalls and shortcom ngs of the first exploratory attempt?

Unanimous accept -ce was again evidenced in the student responses.

In further support of the use of PLATO as a teaching aid in biology,

should be pointed out Ault a substantially large number of the experimental

gr up indicated they would choose to take more biology courses wh h used

PLATO, and mout students also responded aff' mativele to the employmen PLATO

21
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in courses other than those biologically oriented. Of specific importance,

however, quite a few students made note of it the questionnaire .

the conviction that PLATO should not become the sole method of information

dissemination. At least two reasons might be given: ) the need for inter-

action with other human beings on a personal basis in the discussion section

apd in the L

instruct io

ng Center; and, 2) the desirability for varying the method

nion by some students lends credence to the suggestion

of many educators that CAI holds great promise as an adjunct to 1 arning but

should not be considered an educational panacea that will replace other me-thods

f teaching.

It is essential for learn ng that students feel they are gaining valuable

informatiOn a particular educational method. It little matters how inter-

esting, unusual or reliable that method is, if the students don't believ

"teaching" them. In this study, students had high regard not only for PLATO

ability to present material, but also that the material was presented in such

a way that they coul.d learn

One final bests for assessing the success of this experimental program has

been: Do the experitnerital group students consider their ovorall experiences

with PLATO valuable enough to continue use in Biology 100-101? In total

agreement, the students responded that with perhaps minor alterations in the

program, they would encourage its inclusion as an integral part of the course.

5. Time Scheduling.

The experitnental group students about equally split in their opinions

concerning the "rigid" time schedule with 8 favorable commen

no-eoemital the fi-st

negative and 1

ter, and 6 favo able, 6 negative and 2 non-commital



ond semester. Those who favored the tioc schedule felt tha.t, general

it reduced some of the 'h ssle" inherent in operating a c u-se which has as

many students as Ri-logy 100-101 does. rhey appreciated the availability of

reserved for their use, the easy access to materials with no waiting

period, and the ability to set up 4 scheduled routine around other courses

they were taking. In general, thoa students with negative tomments about the

"rigi cheduling were disturbed by being cramped for time. Some f-lt the

time of scheduling conflicted with other classes immediately before or after

the appointed time. And a few independent souls were simply opposed to any

regimentation of their t-

It should be pointed out, that at NO time were the students penalized for

not completing the materia the allotted period. They were invited to come

to the next scheduled PLATO section.

the conventional way.

C. GENERAL REMARKS,

e allowed to finish the material in

1. Technical Aspects of the Biology 100-101 PLATO Program.

AlMoSt to a person, the exper group studen s pointed out t e tech-

nical problems of the PLATO III system, and it must be agreed that this was

perhaps the single most distraetin g element of the program for the students.

The images on the cathode ray tubes used with th.e PLATO Iil system had a tend-

ency to become faded, blurred or "fuzzy' with extended periods of use. The-

student terminals used were linked by telephone lines to a COG-1604 computer

located two blocks away., It was not the distance itself (some remote Sites are

up to 90 miles away) that caused the problems but difficulties in the connee-

s between the two sites. Technical problems of this nature should be mini-

rni zed th the implementation of PLATO IV and plasma display panels.
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quiz sections.

2 4

2. Problems in the Biology 1 101 PLATO Program.

f the many p_ blems encountered in the presentation of course material

on PLATO, th- most perplexing was a lack of time by the programmer for the

production of high quality lessons. (High quality, as used hare, is purely a

subjective evaluation taking into account the lesson content, imaginat pre

sentat on, clar ty of presentation, sophiatication of programming, and flexi-

bility of lesson desig ) Exper ence has taught us that a lesson containing a

of these req isites demands a considerable amount of time to prepare.

In general, a one hour c mputer lesson involves between 50 and 70 hours of

preparation time. The preparation of one lesson per week exerted a heavy

pressure on the programmer's time and frequently qua ity had to be compromised.

3. Did PLATO "Teach"?

The rather subjective responses of participants as well as the final grades

earned by them indicate that PLATO probably did. Generally, PLATO participants:

A. felt they learned information from PLATO;

B. reported they enjoyed learning from PLATO;

C. believed their participation in the PLATO program to be a worthwhile

exper nee;

D. were convinced that PLATO was a desirable educat onal method;

E. felt they were better prepared over the material;

F. desionatrated a high level of understanding of material in formal
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Where Do We Go Frnm Here?

The experimental Biology 100-101 PLATO program will be continued during

thQ 1971-72 scholastic y ar. Some addi ns and modifications of the overall

program that are planned include:

developing and programming of new lessons;

B. changing and rewriting of existing lessons;

C. adding to and redesigning of the ques ionnaire to provide m re ob-

jective data;

D. seeking out and engaging in the PLATO program a more representative

distribution of students enrolled in the course.

Besides changes to be made within the Biology PLATO progr m, it is hoped

that extra-course c mmunication will be increased to inform others of develop-

ments and progress of the program. This communication might take the form of

small discussion sections, seminars or demonstrations, the objective being

aint non-users of CAI in Biology with PLATO and to create an interest and

participation in development in related areas.

These first indications on the use of PLATO in Biolog 100-101 have demon-

strated the potent al educational value of the system. It would seem that its

lusion as a tool in areas in the School of Life Sciences should be studied.



V. CONCLUSION

Bas d on the initial objectives of this study, the following pr

conclusions ght be stated based largely on the empirical. data:
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1. PLATO has the po enttal for being a superior means of instructio

2. PLATO students as a group had higher examination scores as judged

by final grade distribution.

3 Direct student-involvement in learning activities enhances achieve-

ment and interest.

PLATO significantly reduces the amount of time spent by students on

lesson materia1 with no measurable sacrifice in proficiency.

5. Student- cceptance of the PLATO method was very high.

6. Continued development of CAI in Biology 100-101 would be desirable.

Among others, the following objectives ehojld be con dered: A) to

further develop the Biology 100-101 PLATO program for the purpose of

collecting more information in regard to the value of CAI and its

application as an effective instructional øathod; B) ustng this

1 ad-time in preparation for full participation in PLATO IV (in 1972

or 1973).

ary
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Al. PLATO Questionniire Responses Fall Semester 1 7_ 71.

1. QUESTION:
Did you find simpl- flact prasentation (reading) on PLATD:

CHOICES
A. very helpful
B. helpful
C. not very helpful
D. totally useless

NUMBEROF STUDENTS_ RESPONDING
13
2

0

0

2 3

2. QUESTION:
Do you think that the amount of simple .fact presentation on PLATO
should:

CHOICES
A. be increased 9

B. be decreased 0

C. remain the same 6

OF STUDENTS RESPONDING

CORMENTS
I would like it better if the material could be presented with

more of the question and answer style, that is, with a short essay
and then questions covering it and possibly learning further material
solely through question probes.

QUESTION:
Did you find quest on-answer type of material on PLATO:

CHOICES NJMB OF STUDENTS RESPONDING
A. very helpful _2

B. helpful 3

C. not very helpful 0

D. totally useless 0

QUESTION:
Do you think the amount of question-answer mate ial on PLATO should:

CHOICES NUMBER OF STUDENTS RESPONDING
A. be increased 1

B. be decreased 0

C. remain the same 4

5. STION:
Did you find the use of slides (not slide animation) on PLATO:

CHOICES NUMBER OF_STUDENTS RESPONDING
A. very helpful 7

B. helpful 4

C. not very helpful 4

D. totally useless 0



QUESTION:
Do you think the number of slides used on PLATO should:

CHOICES NUM5ER OE STUDENTS RESPONDI

A. be incrensad 8

B. be decreased 2

C. remain the same 5

QUES_-ON:
Did you find the u-e of animated slide sequen -- on PLATO'

CHOICES NUMBER OF STUDENTS RESPONDING

A. very helpfu_ 10

B. helpful 0

C. not very helpful 4

D. totally useless 0

CONNENTS
They were

interesting
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only helpful, they also made the course more

I found the animation to be not only helpful but ah inter-
esting way of presentation.

8. QUESTION:
Do you think the number of animated slide sequences on PLATO should:

CHOICES NUMBER.OF STUDENTS RESPONDING

A. be increased 11

B. be decreased 2

C. remain the same 3

9. QUESTION:
Did you find the simultaneous use of slides with Dr. Kieffer
presenting information on the tape:

CHOICES
A. very helpful
B. helpful
C. not very helpful
D. totally useless

NUMBER OF STUDENTS RESPONDING

6

5

10. QUEST ON:
Do you think the number of ide-discussion types of presentation

on PLATO should:

CHOICES NUMBER OF S DEN RESPONDIT-_ _
A. be Increased 7

B. be decreased 3

C. remain the same 6

29
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11. QUESTION:
Did you find the use of inquiry (a series of questions and answers
which lead to a hypothesis) on-PLATO:

12. QUEST

CHOICES NUMBER OF STUDENTS RESPONDING

A. very h-lpEul 10

B. helpful 4

C. not very he p-ul 1

D. totally use ess 0

Do you think the use of inquiry on PLATO should:

CHOICES NUMBER OF STUDENTS RESPONDING
A. be increased
B. be decreased 0

C. remain the same 6

13. QUESTION:
Did you find the use of programm d experiments (such as the resp
ameter experiment) on PLATO:

CHOICES NUMBER OF STUDENTS RESPONDING
A. very helpful 8

B. helpful 4
C. not very helpful 2

D. totally useless

COMMENTS
It was nice to do the exp _ ment that way, it was also easier.

How r you didn't really learn about the method or equipment.

I found the experiments on PLAID to not only be very helpful
but also much more interesting than the normal lab experiments.
The PLATO experiments could be repeated many.times allowing the
student more chances to gain a better unCerstanding of the purpose
of the experiment.

14. QUESTION:
Do you think the number of programmed erp- iments on PLATO should:

CHOICES
A. be increased
B. be decreased
C. remain the same

NUMBER OF STUDENTS RESPONDING
12

0
4

GOMMENTS
I really liked doing experiments on PLATO. Definitely there

should be more of them.

The experiments offered w -e exceptionally fine. There
should definitely be more experiments done on PLATO.



15. QUESTION:
Did you find the

CHOICES
A. very adequate
B. adequate
C. inadequate
D. very inadequate

IDE help sequences (-1AELP- key):

NUMBER OF LTUDENTS RESPONDING
3

16. QUESTION:
Do you till- the use of HELP sequences on PLATO should:

CHOICES-
A. be increased
B. be decreased
C. remain the same

NUMBER OF STUDENTS RESPONDING
8
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17. QUESTION:
Did you find tha use of comments -uch as "Very good" "Excellen
"That's not correct", etc.):

CHOICES NUMBER OF STUDENTS RESPONDING
A. very adequate 6

B. adequate 10

C. inadequate 0

D. very inadequate 0

COZ.Z1ENTS

It would be more a u-ing if more comments were g ven.

yUESTION:
Do you think the use of comments on PLATO should:

CHOICES NUMBER OF STUDENTS RESPONDING
A. be increased 11

B. be decreased 0

C. remain the same 5

COMMENTS
They give you a sense of accomplishment and they make the

lesson seem more personal :nen it would be without them.

19. QUESTION:
Did you find the use of branching sequences (either for added
help or to skip parts of the lesson):

CHOICES NUMBEROF_STUDE _S RESPONDING
A. very helpful 1

B. helpful 3

C. not very helpful
D. totally useless
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20. QUEST N:
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u think the use of branching sequences on PLATO should:

CHOICES NUMBER OP STUDENTS_RESPONDING- _

A. be increanao 12

B. be decreased 0

C. remain the same 5

21. QUE ON:

Did you find PLATO too impersonal?

RESPONSES:
No, I didn't expect PLATO to be persons lc- I found that I could
go through the material at my own rate (that is the material on
PLATO). The material in the tape hsd only one speed of dispersing
the material. I :found this advantage in usirz; PLATO, that a student
can go at his own learning rate,

No. In fact, I think PLATO is much more personal than just listen-
ing o the tape We are questioned, and we have to give the correct
answer before we are allowed to continue. On the tape, you have no
idea if you actually understand the information, and you just hope
that you are getting it.

I don't think PLATO is any more impersonal than the tape or a regular

lecture. In fact it is more personal because it responds with immed-
iate feedback and comments.

The tape alone would not be very personal, and the comments,
"OK", etc. make PLATO more personal than the tape could be.

No, but it was very frust ating when some of my questions couldn't
be answered on PLATO. I would have liked more material presented
on PLATO.

No, because of the little comments that followed answers
like PLATO really knew what was going on.

I thought I would, but f und I enjoyed it very much and the ccarnen
were excellent. etc. It helped make it seem more "human".

No, because the comments made br MATO made him seem like I was
speaking to a real person.

No, after a while I kind of regarded it as I regard a TA.

No, I felt it was not impersonal with Dr. Kieffer talking between
topics.

7 a



QUESTION:
At the bRginning of the semester, did you consider PLATO a gad

RESPONSES:

No, I cor:ddara d IL\TQ a iar;ing dovic ihich I had read aboaL
now had an opportuniy to use.

At the very beginning (one or two ions) until I got: used to th
TERM, NEXT. etc. buttons, I was a little bit uneasy with tha me h-
anics of PLATO.

Not really, I thought of it more as a learning devi -, although it
is fun to fool around with it.

Yes, I was more intrigued with the machine as such than as a teach-
ing help.

Sort of, I was interested to see how it would help me le,2rn.

something=iite novel, and I did doubt its value.

was a new toy to play -ith.

Yes, because tt was fon, a new toy.

Yes, of course. It was something new.

Somewhat, yes-

Somewhat.

2 yes's.

4 n

22b. QMSTIONt
Do you consider PLATO a gadget now?

RESPONSES:

Absolutely not, I know that PLATO has a great potential to take over
all teaching aspects of this and any other course.

I am in Math. Ed. and I am interested in how compUters can be used
in education and that is why I got into PLATO.

Yes, a very good, useful educational t I; I suppose I consider it
more of a tool tv,an a gadget.

I still like the gadget better than the tap_ but I really be_ eve
it is very helpful.
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No. I feel that I have a per o hip that is a valid
commen h PLATO.

Only in the sense that till "fun:,--,to use.
\ \

it was very valuable as a tool for learning.

Definitely not: s a fantastic way to lea n.

No! It is a great learning tool.

No, not at all.

No, a learning toy.

6 no's.

23. QUESTION:
Do you think PLATO serves as a valid educe-. nal ool?

RESPONSES:

Yes, because a student is actively involved with the learning process
and the lesson he is wcrking on, instead of passively listening to a
lecture or something. Naturally, there are students who would not
"learn" in any situation, but I feel that PLATO would, in most case ,

t least hold their attention, and thus they may become more deeply
aware of the lesson, instead of perhaps just sitting through a lecture.

Yes, PLATO is very helpful in visualizing the structure and re n-
ships between amino acids and DNA. It is a great help in illustrat-
ing development and changes that occur over time.

Yes, it is far more stimulating than a lecture type presentation, but
it needs more information in it to answer more questions. Sometimes
I felt that I was being programmed. I would have wanted to control
PLATO more.

Yes, as I said before I thinlc.PLA.W has the possibility of easily
teaching any subject.

Yes, I think it is an excellent additional tool to help in the teach-
ing of a factual subject, along with a teacher.

Yes. It's like having a live lecturer in front of you, and getting
personal attention any time you want it.

Yes, because it provides a different type of learning and in my
experiences 11 seemed more helpful than just taped material wou 4.

Yes, if supplemented with the quiz section and the tape or better yet,
a script of the tape.
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It is a lot more interesting
experiments are presented.

ha
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the tape, and saves time when

Yes, it has helped me learn Biology much faster.

see things not ciear on the tape.

Yes, in 100 1 ve: courses.

Definitely.

4 yes's.

24. QUESTION:
Did you find the use of PLAW in Riology 100 a worthwhile experienee.

RESPONSES:

Yes, the most helpful thing was the assimilatac, slides because xt
gave us a chance to actually visualize what was happening. This was
important because often it was difficult to understand a concept
solely on the explanation. The quizzes and questions were also very
helpful as they let us know that we really understood the material.

Yes. I think I learned and understood the concepts much better than
I would have just from the tape.

Yes, from the mechanical point of view as well as from a point of
understanding the material better.

Yes, it made the material more interesting than it would have been
if I had used only the tape.

Yes, I've listened to both tape and PLATO and PLA
beat tremendously.

tape

Yes, very much so. I feel I have also learned about computer assisted
education.

Yes, I enjoyed using PLATO to study the material of this cours

Yes, the information was interestingly presnted.

Yes, it made an interesting course more interesting.

Yes, it was the best part of the course.

7 yes's.



25. UESTION:
Would you ert..Dy taking more biology with the use of PLA ?

RESFONSES:

Yes, but I would not like to have much more technical biology,
though if I had t, I would prefer to have on PLATO.

Yes, but uld like to see the PLATO tLmes changed to the evenings
, at I could take Biology 101 next semester.

Yes, and I hope I can take PLATO again next semes

Yes, I hopefully will use PLATO to study Biology 101.

Yes, I would also like to do more experiments on it.

You took the words right ov* of my mouth.

Yes, at least 101.

Yes, definitely.

Yes, very much.

S yes's.

26. ST1ON:
Would you enjoy taking a biology course in which al
came from PLATO?

RESPONSES:

Yes, in a general biology course, but if I were to go on to higher
biology, I think that actual lab work to supplement it would be
necessary to really understand research techniques, as well as
factual mate

I don't think so. I think that there is a need for the tape.
Hearing a voice breaks up the monotony that all PLATO would cause
and vice versa.

Personally, I like to do some of the experiments in the lab saving
only the most tedious ones for PLATO. It.gives me a better feel for

No. I think that having someone explain something to you can ba help-
ful. I especially liked when we used PLAT.) and the tape simultaneously.

If it were presented in many diverse ways; p
is the diversification. PLATO as it is now.

f the " n" of PLATO
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NJ. I think that the face-to-face relationship with other "humans"

(no offense to PLATO) is very important.

No, I would rather be able to have discussions and something
could take home and study, besides notes.

Yes this would give me the total contr_l of the rate at which
could study in the course.

Yes, I find It much easier to understand than the tapes and more
fun to do.

Yes, although the taped material along with P
more variety.

Yes, with a little personal contact

does give some

tors

No, I think the quiz section was also very important for me.

No, the tape supplied more information.

I am not sure.

2 no's.

l yes.

V. QUESTION:
Would you like to see PLA used in cou ses other than biology?

RES NSES:

Yes, I suppose it could be used in most basic level courses,
especially language and grammar, math, history, etc. However, I do

not feel the discussion section can be eliminated.

Yes, I think it is especially good for math and sciences languages

and introductory courses in other fields that are mainly factual in

content.

Yes, but not so much that PLATO r places the teacher.

Yen, I've had it with languages and it helps a lot.

Without a doubt.

11 Yes's.



28. QUESTI
Did you find PLATO a waste of your
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R PONSES

Not in the least It took me a lot less time to finish a PLATO
lesson than it took many others to finish the regular tapes.

Somet mes. but mostly for mechanical reasons wh _._ had nothing
to do with the pedagogical approach.

Definitely not: But I do wi_h that it hadn't been di n the few
mes it was this semester.

No, because 7 learned how a _omputer can actually aid in education.

No, I feel I spent less time on biology than if I had not used PLATO.

at all. It saved time.

No definitely not.

Not at all.

9 no's.

29. QUESTION:
Do you think you learned information using PLATO?

R=SPONSES:
Yes, because many facts stuck in my mind because I -ould visualize
them on the screen or in relation to a slide, where on a tape these
things might just pass by.

Yes, PLATO was a well needed change from listening to the tapes.
This change brought an increase in my attentiveness to the material.

Yes. as I said befor , I learned much more than I would have from
the tape alone.

Yes, I could understand and recall the information much more easily.

Yes, defin tely.

W thout a doubt.

II y

30. QUESTION:
Do you feel at a disadvantage in qu z section with other udents
in the course who did not use PLAID

RESPONSES:
No, I notice no difference at all, for sometimes I have added
information from PLATO or sometimes other students have remembered
a sentence or so of Dr. Kieffer's tape .that I didn't have, but that
is very rare and involves minor details.
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No, although occasionally they heard things I apparently missed.
Also, because I had PLATO when I was scheduled for GAS and then had
afternoon classes at the tines of the other GAS sections, I was
unable to attend GAS.

No, and in some cases I feel that the animated s?Ldes gave me a
better undrstanding of a concept than the other students got from
the tape.

No, although I think the quizzes on,PLATO gave me no real advantage
over the other students, I don't think I was at any disadvantage.

e;=ther.

Sometimes when a bit of material was on their tapes and not on P
but usually it works out.

No. I feel I am better prepared than the other students.

No, in fact much of the time I think I was at more of an advantage.

No, in fact at an advantage.

No I really think that I had the advantage.

No, I felt an advart,,

No, I feel at an advantage.

Not at all.

5 no's.

31. QUESTION:
What are your comments on the "rigid" time schedule into which we
are locked"?

RESPONSES:
It actually hurries me too much. I am always worried that I won't
have enough time to finish and I consequently try to hurry through
the lesson just to make sure that I will finish. I would like to
have spent more time on many of the lessons, and especially the

experiments. In fact, many times I didn't have enough time to take
many of the quizzes.

That is the only complaint I have, for sometimes if I have been ill
or have another appointment, it is hard to work everything in on

time. One thing is nice though, if I do make it to class in the
rigid time limit, I am guaranteed a booth because I'm on PLATO.
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I think it was good in that we were heduled to come in at a
certain time each week. but I think that it would Le better if a,

2-1/2 or 3 hour block was available because sometimes time was
running short and enough time could not be spent on different
things, usually at the end of the semester.

like it because I MUST get my biology done on a certain schedule,
can't put it off. But if PLATO is used for all students in Biology

100, the same setup as the tapes should be used.

I didn't like it (.specially since I was split Tuesday-Thu sday but
t was 'oetter than a waiting list. I'm sorry it has such a rigid

schedule because it doesn't fit in next semester.

The time period is of adequate length for most of the lessons. The
only problem is that some times you can't make the lesson and you are
penalized by having to listen to the regular tape.

I don't mind since it fits my schedule. but I can't work PLATO in
next semester and, as I said before, if PLATO could be at night it
would be much better.

That is the worst part of the whole program...having a rigid start
time is alright, but I think it should be longer than a two-hour
period.

I liked it. I probably would have used those times anyway. This
way I didn't have to wait in line or reserve a booth ahead of time.

It presents a problem, I sometimes had to miss a_d listen to the
regular tapes, I also was unable to attend GAS because of it.

I like it but also realize that we have the best time of the week.
I'm sure I wouldn't like 6 to 8 p.m.

I like xt because I know there is always a booth and I have to go
instead of procrastinating.

I didn't mind it at all, because I didn't have to wait for a b-oth.

At least you know you have a booth.

We should be given a larger time sl-

inconvenient.

Crummy.

32. QUEST ON:
Is (are) there any particular technica dis e(s ) you have about
PLATO?

RESPONSES:
I have a particular dislike for every piece of equipment in this room.
Right now I can barely read this screen and 've had this problem many
times...that's where the waste of time cornea in. And the tape equip-
is just as bad or worse.
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I didn't like the fact that I couldn't get more than 1 line of type
when 1 wanted to comment, but that has changed. (At least in this

lesson).

Yes, tell the telephone company to stop messing with the wires.
Actually, the only technical dislike I have is when something didn't
work.

Sometimes the screen is blurry or other classes "take" the screen
and we have to wait, which is discouraging. especially because we
have such a short time.

Besides the regular TV problems encountered during a lesson,
think the PLATO program was run very well.

Sometimes the screen is not centered correctly. Words run-off the

edge. Some screens are not clear.

Not really although it does break down sometimes, but that's to be
expected.

Only that I haven't mastered it and that there ften a bad screen.

The one time I had to wait 20 minutes for a booth but that Only
happened once.

Just that sometimes you can't be sure if it will be running.

Not with PLATO, but the booths often don't work.

Yes, the damn thing keeps breaking down.

Usually screens are fuzzy or wa_y.

When working correctly, no.

Only i _ f- quent breakdowns.

Only when it is done.

No.

33. QUESTION:
Is (are) there any par icular educational dislike you have about

PLATO?

RESPONSES:
I feel that the material and the quizzes can be fitted better to the
list of our sometimes abstract objectives OR the objective and quiz
section quizzes can be clarified. I favor the second change.
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I rink it is a very helpful teaching aid but it should remain an
aic, and not become a teacher as a person.

That more information can't be programmed on it. Also, I have the
hang-up of not being able to spell.

13 no's.

34. QUE TION:
Do you feel PLATO has a uture" in -ducat n?

RESPONSES:
Definitely, I think that PLATO-type programs
the main if not the only teaching method used

eventually be
the future'.

Yes, 1 think education will be almost solely taught by compu

Yes as a supplement to the classroom but not to replace it.

Yes, very definitely, it can be very important in the future.

Yes- a bright one.

Yes, for certain.

Yes, definitely.

9 yes

35. QUESTION:
Are you going to take Biology 101 next semester?

RESPONSES:
13 yes's.
3 no's.

36. QUESTION:
Are you going to take Biology 101 with PLATO (if possib e ) next
semester?

RESPONSES:
Yes, but I don't think that I will be able to.

Yes, I have arranged My schedule for

I would but it's not possible.

11 yes's.

2 no's.

4 2



37. QUESTION:
Knowing what was presented on PLATO this semester (and perhaps know-
ing what type of material will be offered next semester in Biology
what most would you have liked to see (or would like to see) on PLATO
that wasn't offered?

RESPONSES:
Perhaps more graphs and charts and things when the lesson is that
kind. Also since PLATO can do hypothetical experiments some of that
kind would be interesting, since we can't do them in the real lab.
This would especially apply to next semester and the type of things
discussed.

More experiments done on PLATO, because many experiments are based
on the interpretations of the results rather than how the results
were obtained.

Just more material on PLATO and less on the tapes.
the presentation of material was much clearer on PLATO.

nk

Just more of the unit on PLATO and less on the tape. And perhaps
a wr tten script of all the material in the unit.

More experiments, more interesting side-comments, but I feel sorry
for the programmer. Isn't that a lot of work?

More information like even on the tape PLATO informa ion was too
simple or repetitious.

I think more diagrams on the surface to volume unit.

More animated slides and more experiments on PLATO.

More learning through questions and experiments.

More detailed information for the subjects offered.

More experiments and some different, funny com

More help f asked for, and more experiments.

A variety of g

More questions.

QpBSTION:
What did you per

RESPONSES:
The quizzes and
that way. Also

The experiments
learning on the

es.

ts.

ona ly like best on PLATO this semest_

uestions because
it was fun to foo

in pirticular but
computer.

I knew when I knew the material
around during the experiments.

I liked the whole general idea of



I c uld go at my own speed by myself. The different approach made
the course more interesting. 1 think pLATO is more fun than lecture
or tape.

The simulated experiments and the organization of the lesson on the
screen (outlines, quizzes, etc.).

The questions and the experiments, the heat graphs and the respirometer

The slides and other v sual aids it offered over just hearing some-
thing from a tape.

like the clarity and the brevity with which the material was pre-
sented.

I liked the developing embryo and similar moving diagrams.

I can't remember a specific unit that I liked best.

The SA/V relationship and heatLng the houses.

Overall, it was great.

The experiments.

Animated slides.

Experiments.

QUESTION:
Now that you've gone through a semester using PLATO, and knowing
what you do now, would you still have signed up in September to use
PLATO?

RESPONSES:
17 yes's.

40. QUESTION:
In the future, do you think PLATO should be avatlable mainly to:

CHOICES
A. biology students who need help only
B. students who want to go into

biological problems in greater depth
G. all students, no matter what their

reasons for taking Biology 100
D. other (explain)

UMBER OF STUDENTS RESPOND NG

14

2

COMMENTS:
I agree with C, but also for students who are interested in OAt.

Any student, no matter what their reasons for taking Biology 100.

4 4
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41. QUESTION:
If you were in a position of au _ority to deci.de whether PLATO should
be added as a regular part of Biology 100 for all students, would you
recommend its use in the course?

RESPONSES:
Yes. Of course the facilities and the time pe _ d would have to be
increased greatly, but if this were possible 1 would.

Yes, but the students should have the individual choice. Different
students like different types of teaching techniques.

Yes. PLATO is invaluable.

Very definitely.

Yes, strongly.

10 yes's.

4



A2. PLATO Questionnaire Responses Spring Semeste 1970-71.

QUESTION:

Did 9ou,f ind Simple fact present tion (reading) on PLATO:

CHOICES NUMBER OF STUDENTS RESPONDING
A. very helpful 7

B. helpful 5

C;'not very helpful
D. totally useless 0

2. --STION:

Do you think that the amount of simple fact presentation on PLATO should :

CHOICES
A. be increased
B. be decreased
C. remain the s_

NUMBER OF STUDENTS RESPONDING
8

4

QUESTION:
Did you find ques ion-answer type of material on PLATO:

CHOICES NUMBER OF STUDENTS RESPONDING
A. verY helpful 11

B. helpful 2

C. not very helpful 0
D. totally useless :0

QUESTION!

Do you think the amount _f question-answer material on PLATO should:

CHOICES
A. be increa ed
B. be decreased
C. remain the same

NOMBER_OF_STUDENTS ggsFormIN0
10
0

3

5. QUESTION:
Did you find the use of programmed experiments (such as the puzzle,
mouse-training experiment, or popu ation growth curve) on PLATO:

CHOICES NUMBER OF STUDENTS RESPONDING
A. very helpful 10

B. helpful 2

C. not very helpful 1

D. totally useless 0

STION:
Do you think the number of programmed experiments on PLATO should:

CHOICES
A. be increased
B. be decreased
C. remain the same

NUMBER OF STUDENTS RESPONDING
11

0
2

4 6
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STION:
Did you find. PLATO too impersonal?

RESPONSES:
No, because a tape is just as impersonal though it's someone
voice. The little comments that accompanied the answers helped too.

No, the tendency is to consider PLATO to be something more than
just a machine_

No, Dr. Kieffer talked on the tape which made PLATO personal, not
impersonal.

I like having a TA around when I need him, but PLATO is alright
otherwise.

Not at all since I could go at my own speed.

No, it was better than a tape or lecture.

No, less than just the tape.

6 's.

8. QUESTION:
At the beginning of the year, did you consider PLATO to be a gadget?

RESPONSES:
No, I didn't think it was a gadget - I was kind o
becau e I'm interest-d in computers.

No, I had used it before for a language - you have a lot more
imagination.

Somewhat but not t fly a gadget.

5 yes's.

5 no's.

-STION:
Do you consider PLATO a gadget now?

RESPONSES:
Not at all, I believe it has great potential as a learning device.

Not as much:

11 no

ious about it

ota

4 7
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10. Q STION:
Do you think PLATO serves as a valid educational tool?

RESPONSES:
Yes, by seeing experiments and proces es by animation it is easy
to visualize confusing concepts.

Yes it is an excellent and valuable educational too .

Yes, extremely useful.

10 yes's.

QUESTION:
Did you find
experience?

_he use of P1.TO in Biology 100-101 a worthwhile

RESPONSES:
Yes, note-taking was easier than re ind ng the tape. PLATO _ so.
explained unclear concepts to me.

Yes,

useful.
my first experience with CAl, I found it very enjoyable and

Yes, very much so.

Extremely worthwhile.

Definitely.

8 yes's.

12. QUESTION:
Would you enjoy taking more biology wIth the use

RESPONSES:
No, but I don't want to take more biology without PLATO either.
Anything after Biology 100-101 would be a let-down.

I wouldn't enjoy taking more biology wi-h or without -he use of
PLATO (I enjoyed this year, but 1 year's sough).

I like PLATO, but I don't want more biology.

If I would take more biology, I would like to use PLATO.

Yes, definitely.

7 yes's.

1 no.



13. QUESTION:
Would you enjoy king a biA
came from PLATO

44

_s_ in which all information

RESPONSES:
Yes, but the arrangement now used is very good because material
presented in several ways: tape, written, PLATO.

Yes, as long as there was variation in how it prese ted - not
only fact presentation.

Yes, 1 realize programming is a proble , but I think the PLATO
program is just at an elementary stage.

Yes, if I also get a bibliography for further reading
interes ted.

uld like to _ y.

No, the change from one media to another is better I would like
more on PLAID though.

No, I still like G A S. and that walking talking man.

4 yes's.

2.

14. QUES ION:
Would you like to see P TO used in courses other than Biology-100-101?

,RESPONSES:
Certainly.

Yes, definit _y.

11 ye-

15. QUESTION:
Did you fLnd ,PLAID a waste of your ti

RESPONSES:
No (what a dumb question).

12 no's.
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16. UESTION:
Do you think you learned information using P_ TO?

RESPONSES:
Yes; often the tape puts one to sleep because of the fact that all
one

que
1 is

does is listen; where on PLATO there were things to read and
tions to answer, so one doesn't miss as much as he can while
ening to the tape.

Yes, the chang- from the tape was refreshing.

Yes, a l_t more than just listening to tapes.

10 yes's.

17. STION:
Do you feel at a disadvantage in quiz section with other students
in the course who did not use PLATO?

RESPONSES:
Not really, though at times students ment oned a specLfic example
on the tape that may have been skipped on PLATO, but really, there
was more of an advantage.

No. many times I am at an advantage because I have materials avail-
able to me which others don't.

No, in fact, many times I felt superi0r in that I knew more kna
ledge and could explain it bet er than they.

Occasionally, but I have t an advantage too.

Not at all - in fact many times I had an advantage over them.

No, possibly at an advantage.

No, even an advantage.

No, on the contrary.

Not at all.

4 no's.

50



18. QUESTION:
What are your comments on the "rigid"
are "locked"?

46

schedule into which we

RESPONSES:
I don't like it. It shouldn't be rigid. _If you have Thursday

quiz and don't 'finish PLATO on Tuesday, you lose-

Bad, because it restricts the number of people who can use PLATO,
and good, because it keeps attendance high.

I had no problem scheduling my other classes around PLATO time,
tau: that was because I knew ahead of time what the "rigid" schedule
was.

It helped me organize my time, but I would think a less rigid
schedule would be helpful, so more people can take the PLATO section.

It would be better if it was more open, but it was nice to always
have a booth reserved.

I'm the type of person who needs it, but I guess it's slightly
annoying at tim

At least you know you'll always have a booth at that time.

It would be nice to have more flexible t more could participate.

I like it because we know there will be a booth.

It's unfortunate one can't go in and do PLATO anytime.

Only inconvenient once in a while.

19. QUESTION:
Is (are) there any particular technica dielike(s) you have about

PLATO?

RESPONSES:
Sometimes it's hard to see the screen because of lighting. Sometimes
(it happened more at the beginning (2 or 3 times?)) the entire thing

broke down. Sometimes fuzzy screens.

Screens could be clearer and centered more correctly so wards don't
run over the side.

Yes. PLATO needs better TV sets and better awnings on the sets to
make for leas glare from the lgh

The screens are hard to "read" a lot of the time. Also the writing
tends to go off the screen to the left.
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Just break-downs: Maybe also if co-ordination of tape and RLATO
was increased.

S- etimes the words are half off the screen Oh the sides.

The picture is bad at times.

The screens are not al-

No - only when

Poor video disp ay.

2 no's.

clear.

hot working.

20. QUESTION:

Is (are) there any particular educat oriel s you have about
PLATO?

RESPONSES:

There was definitely not enough PLATO this semeSter. Also, it
would have been useful in many cases to have been able to press
"Term and get a brief definition of an unknown term or trouble-
some concept.

t may become boring and depersonal zed if the entire course was
on PLATO. However, the way Biology 100-101 is set up now, still
with quiz sections, etc., it's more of an educational "like".

There shouldn't be a course taught so completely on PLATO that
there isn't a quiz section because sometimes questions can't be
answered by PLATO.

The material presented on PLATO could be increased and varied as
to presentation (i.e. change in programming).

Not unless it were used solely -ithout any other teacher.

Not -nough HELP or TERM's.

7 no's.

21. Li :JON:

Do you feel PLATO has a "futu " in education?

RE' ONSES:

Yes, my instructor in Architecture 199 is thinking of w
programs to use on PLATO in basic design studios (Arch.
271. 272).

172,

Yes, with teachers available, much like are available in the lab,
to help with questions.

11 yes's.
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22. Q _S ION:
Knowing what was presented on PLATO this past year, what type oft

material or lesson ideas would ynu have liked on PLAT:: that weren't

presented?

RESPONSES:
More experiments because although we were supposed to get a "taste"

f lab experience, the important part is interpreting the results -

so, if PLATO ran the experiments, the data gained would be more
valuable than working the experiments and getting "bad" data.

More experiments could have been presented. I think the experiments
which were presented were more educational than the ones done in lab.

lore programmed experiments and more programmed demonstrations of
the lesson.

More charts, diagrams and experiments (par icularly in Biology 100).

More experiments and hypothetical situatio

More information in regards to the obje tives.

More on environmental systems.

More experiments.

23. QUESTION:
What did you personally like best on PLATO this past year?

RESPONSES:
I liked everything about PLATO except for a few mechanical cam
plaints. The thing I liked best about PLATO was that it made study-

ing more enjoyable. I'm not sure why that was. Part of it was dua
to the fact that PLATO is a very good educational system. Part of
it was due to the fact that I was amember of a special group using
a new method of learning.

I liked the simulations and the games because it gave a chance for
experimentation - I also liked the questions after a section o
material because it really tested understanding of the material.

liked the unique way it presented certain topics and also the
tie-in between the "games" and the factual material.

The mouse training expe Lment. I feel I actually 1 arned very much

from it.

The "mouse" was the most interesting but not the most useful. The

graphs on the population control un

5

e most useful.
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Mcst definitely it was t., _ouse-training experiaien

Diagrams that move,

The experiments

The learning puzzle and the heat experiment.

Games (the mouse, population curve, etc.) and experimen s.

ch as fetus formation.

I didn't have to the tapes as much.

The experi nts (especially that mouse).

The programmed demonstrati'ans and experiment

QUESTION:

Now that you've gone through a year using PLATO, and knowing whe
you do now, would you still have signed up in September to use P TO7

RESPONSES:
Yes, and with more eagerness.

Yes, definitely:

Emphatically, YES:

10 yes s.

25. QUESTION:

If you were in a position of authority to decide whether PLATO should
be added as a regular part of Biology 100-101 for all students, would
you recommend its use in the course?

RESPONSES:
Yes, I don't think Lt would hinder any student in any way.

Yes, but I think xpensive and might be better for other courses
Like math, psychology. languages.

Yes, tapes could still be used as supplement because of the time
factor, but I think PLATO is very beneficial.

Yes, very st ongly.

Yes, no doubt.

Definitely.

7 yes's,
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26. !ST1ON:

In the Future, do you think 2LtrLJ should be available mainly to:

CHOlCES NUMBER 0- STUDENT3 RESPO?UlNG
A. blology i-udents who need help only 0
B. students who want to go into

biological problems in greater depth
C. all students, no natter what their

reasons for taking Biology 100-101
D. other (explain)

COMMENTS
First available to students that need help. Keep a certain number
of PLATO stations open at certain different times for this. Then
have it available to all -tudents. Someday. all students will be
taught by PLATO.

27. STION:
Are there any comments you might have concerning PLAro, its use in
Biology 100-101, or the mariner in which the experimental PLATO program
was carried out?

RESPONSES:
There is not ing to say but that PLATO was an all around excellent
experience. One suggestion to bmprove the presentation on PLAID would
be to have a sec ion on the PANEL which could be accessed at any time.
containing diagrams which are now presented in the book. This would
allow the student to follow the tape continually (not having to stop
and fumble through the manual) and also to have the use of sequence
diagrams. I am 100% satisfied with my experience with PLATO so far.

This past year has sho- d me a lot about comp -based instruction.
I hope the work on CAL will continue, for its future in education
is almost unlimited. Thanks for the opportunity to use PLATO.

I feel that this has been a highly successful year for PLATO and wish
it good luck. I hope PLATO wiLl be continued and will be on a larger
scale than this year.

I think PLAID was very effective in teaching Biology 100-101 because
it cut-out some unnecessary information, while providing a better
understanding of the material.

It would be helpful if we knew in mdvance if t
lesson in a anecif ir unit.

was to be no PLATO

Just that you have a lot off imagination and after some co
had it's refreshing.

What nore can I say, except In glad I took

It was a wonderful experience working with PLAT/.

I enjoyed it.
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